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The BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S BOOK REVIEW is intended for those who are
interested in learning about recent children's books, particularly teachers and librarians
who select books for young readers.
We are aware, as you are, that a book review is not infallible. Each is the work of
a person trying to evaluate a book objectively, but the final test must be administered by
the individual reader . We hope our efforts will help give both adults and children that
opportunity to experience more books and reach their own conclusions.
REVIEWERS
The reviewers are primarily teachers and librarians who represent all levels of education from the primary grades through college.
GRADE LEVEL
The approximate frade level of the intended reader is identified in the left margin.
When the reviewer bel eves that a particular book will appeal to a wide range of readers,
no upper limit is indicated. Many books, including some picture books, find a favorable
reader response far beyond the reading level i ndicated by the vocabulary, treatment of
subject, or format.
RATING SYSTEM
In order to convey quickly the overall quality of a book, a rating is located immediately under the grade level to the left of each review. The explanation of the
ratings are:

*

Exceptional quality or merit. The asterisk is used sparingly and only in cases
where the book deserves special recognition.

A

Excellence. Books which receive a rating of A will add strength to a library
and should find wide acceptance among young readers.

B

Recommended for libraries which need additional books in a specific subject area .
Generally books with a rating of B are dependable if not outstanding.

C

Will have appeal for some readers despite significant shortcomings . Should be
purchased only after careful considera~ion.

NR

Not recommended.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
The BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S BOOK ·REVIEW is printed nine times annually,
onceeachmonth from September through May. Subscription rates are $6.00 per year. Please
address all correspondence to:
Brigham Young University Children's Book Review
Department of Elementary Education
243 McKay Building
Brigham Young University
Provo , UT 84602
The views expressed in this publication are personal opinions of the
reviewers and are not to be taken as policy statements or endorsements
by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints or Brigham Young
University.
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Abercrombie, Barbara. Ca.t-Man'4
2676. $8.89 . 154p.

Va.u.gh-te~t.

Harper

&

Row, 1981.

ISBN 0-06-020030-8.

LC 79-

Kate had only one desire in life--to have a normal family or second best, two at least
somewhat normal families. Her father, the Catman, was the star of a ridiculous, though
popular TV show based in los Angeles. Kate, since her parents' divorce, had been living
most of the time with her mother in New York. Her parents were not speaking but spent a
good deal of time shuttling Kate back and forth across the country in response to demands
and counter demands made through their respective attorneys.
B
Kate's paternal grandmother, Riley, who had a big heart and a home open to assorted
6-9 artistic lost souls, decided Kate had had enough. In order to awaken her son and former
daughter-in-law to the fact that they were ruining Kate's life through the "ping-pong"
game they were playing with her as the ball, she decided to kidnap Kate to make them
forget their own problems and worry about hers for a change. She hoped that they would
start speaking again for at least long enough to work out a better arrangement for Kate.
According to Riley, "Happy en.dings belong in fairy tales," but Kate was at least encouraged by a somewhat happy beginning.-Adkins, Jan. Heavy Equipment. Charles Scribner•s ·sons, 1980.
No cost listed. Unpaged.

A
K+

ISBN 0-684-16641-0. LC 80-15213.

Jan Adkins produces exceptional books. His prose is filled with awe and with the unexpected. And his illustrations are precise and detailed.
Of crawlers, he says, "like clumsy mechanical horses, crawlers snort and rumble across
the landscape. Some are small. Some are large. Some, like the Caterpillar DlO, are
almost terrifying. They root up the landscape. Maybe they are a little m6re like mechanical pigs." Following is a full-page illustration of a DlO dwarfing a man.
If you study the picture of Big Muskie, you will find he has drawn in six men to give
the monster scale. His postscript about machines being good (?) or bad (?) is stunning.
--T.K.H.

Baylor, Byrd, and Peter Parnall. Ve6tl!.t Voice6. Charles Scribner's Sons, 1981.
16712-3. LC 80-17061. No cost listed. Unpaged .

ISBN 0-684-

With the familiar artistic style and lyrical ring of The Ve6tl!.t 14 fhei1!.4 and other
picture book collaborations, Baylor and Parnall continue their complementary creations.
Ve6tl!.t Voice6 speaks in the first person. Pack rat tells of his daily treasure hunts;
jackrabbit describes how he has learned to listen and run, disappearing almost instantly
A to the place which is a "jackrabbit secret;" Cactus wren explains how she makes a hidden
K-6 nest in a cholla cactus. Other inhabitants of the desert reveal themselves to the reader:.
desert tortoise, rattlesnake, buzzard, lizard, coyote, and finally desert person. All
speak in individual desert voices which identify how they fit into desert l i fe, at the
same time softening the picture of their world which usually seems so harsh . Stimulating
_and lovely.--J.J.
Blume, Judy.

A
7+

fige~~.

Eye6.

Bradbury Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-87888-185-9.

LC 81-6152.

$9.95.

206p.

From the backyard of the house with the family's 7-Eleven store on the ground floor,
fifteen-year-old Davey Wexler and her boyfriend, Hugh, hear what sounds like firecrackers.
Rushing to the store, Davey is able only to cradle her dying father's head in her lap and
listen to his last rattling breaths, his life snuffed out by unknown assailants. With no
savings, no insurance, and no will, the numbed family struggles to cope with the awful
reality, forced to live above the store. rhe call from Bitsy and Walter, Mr. Wexler's
sister and brother-inlaw in Los Alamos, New Mexico, givesthem the chance to excape from
the unbearable life in Atlantic City. In New Mexico, seven-year-old Jason finds a compatible father figure in Walter, a research physicist for the AEC. And Mrs; Wexler seems
only too happy to put her life in the hands of Bitsy, while she takes to her bed wit~ headaches and pain pills. But for Davey there are no pain pills. When Bitsy registers her in
school, Davey knows the visit will be an extended one. She smarts at the over-protectiveness of her childless aunt and uncle, who always know what's best for her. And Davey resents
her mother's withdrawal from her role as parent and her taking up with Charles after she
begins her recovery with help from a therapist. Davey's hikes in the canyons outside town,
where she meets Wolf, who names her Tiger Eyes, her friendship with Jane, a troubled teen
with an alcohol problem, and her work as a candy striper at the hospital, where she gets to
know Mr. Ortiz, dying of cancer, and finally her getting the role of Ado Annie in Oktahomd
are the things that make her life tolerable. Blume handles the story of a family in crisis
with understanding and a grasp of the personal and family conflicts that such a traumatic
experience can cause.
Judy Blume lovers will not be disappointed in this latest work, and those librarians,
teachers, and parents who associate Blume with controversy can relax . rhe boy-girl relationships are handled with understatement and restraint and are all the more compelling
for that.--B.H.
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Butterworth, W.E.
$9.95. 216p.

A
5+
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Flunking Out. Four Winds Press, 1981 . ISBN 0-590-07747-3.

Charley Taylor and Eddie Morgan made a good team or maybe it was a bad one . They were
great friends and had a lot in common--including the fact that they were both flunking out
of Franklin University. Charley had always been a good student who had never felt the need
to study in high school so it didn't occur to him to start now. His father and uncle had
attended Franklin University so .it was a foregone conclusion that Charley would do the same.
Unfortunately, he hadn't the slightest inkling of the kind of course he should pursue . He
had never identified any particular interests and certainly had no burning ambitions. Eddie
was a poor student. Regardless of the long hours he devoted to studying, he immediately
forgot everything. He was a whiz at mechanics and enjoyed working with his hands but his
father, who had never had the opportunity himself, had his heart set on a college education
for his son.
Both boys were pledged to one of the big fraternities on campus but both, to the great
disappointment of their fathers, decided against the fraternity scene.
Charley finally found his niche; he had a gift for writing, ~ut it took so much of his
time that he had no time for his studies. Eddie, busily putting in his long. unproductive
study hours nevertheless found time to fall in love with Charley's girl, thus complicating
personal relationships.
An interesting and perceptive look at some of the problems faced by the unprepared
college student~--

Cooney, Caroline B. The Pap~ Cap~.
LC 80-22097. $6.95. SSp .

A
5+

Alfred A. Knopf, 1980.

ISBN 0-698-20506-5.

ISBN 0-394-94599-9.

LC 80-18410.

$7.99.

76p .

"Icky" is a word my nieces use to describe food that they don't like; it also fits parts
of Roald Dahl's book entitled The T~. For example, there is a preoccupation with filth
in his description of the state of Hr. Twit's facial hair.
"If you peered deep into the moustachy bristles sticking out over his upper
lip, you would probably see much larger objects that had been there for months
and months, like a piece of maggoty green cheese or a moldy old cornflake
or even the slimy tail of a tinned sardine . "
The same sort of exaggeration is used to describe the nasty tricks Hr. and Hrs. Twit
play on each other, like Hrs. Twit mixing worms into her husband's spaghetti. At about
midpoint even the author decides that "We can't go on forever watching these two disgusting
people doing disgusting things to each other." So the monkeys and birds mistreated by
the Twits unite to get rid of the disagreeable twosome.
The reader is pleased to see justice triumph but not at all sure that the road through
filth and disagreeable people makes the story worth it. --L.H.

De Brunhoff, Jean &Laurent.
LC 81-5182.

B
2+

Coward, McCann &Geoghegan, 1981.

Twin sisters Lynn and Victoria go to spend a 'restful' two weeks with their aunt and
uncle while their parents are abroad, but things get complicated when Uncle Steve's computer
program is stolen on the very day before it's due to be initiated at the local newspaper
office. Lynn pieces together bits of vital information to discover and expose the thief,
but not without a lot of entertainment along the way.
Caroline Cooney ' s style sparkles with wit and a little breathlessness. Gail Owens fills
out the story with expressive black-and-white illustrations. I only wished the book had
been longer.--T.J.H.

Dahl, Roald. The Twit4.

NR

LC 81-2316.

BabaA'4 Anniv~aAY

$13 . 99 . 144p.

Album.

Random House, 1981.

ISBN 0-495-94813-0.

This book, by its history. commands our attention. and as a result of editorial decisions,
demands our criticism. The book starts with an important 'Homage to Babar on his 50th
Birthday by Maurice Sendak, which is interwoven beautifully with a 'Picture Story ' by
Laurent Oe Brunhoff. Sendak makes two seminal observations: (1) Babar i s at the very heart
of what turns a picture book into a work of art . (2) Babar is the legacy from a dying father
to his children, obliquely teaching them some of the harsh truths of li fe.
If Babar is to be regarded as a work of art, how are we to account for a publisher who
coarsens that art by sloppy re-screening? All of Jean's figures have a heavy, bl ack reticulated shadow dot pattern which gives the appearance of elephantine dermatitis. And how are
we to accept the transmogrification of Jean's subtle col oration into the garish clashing
colors of the present book? To the production staff, I would suggest that the colors in
the original editions are not faded; those colors represent choice, not limitation .
Even more disappointing is the editor's studied excision of the truths of life, which
might offend the ' pablum pushers'. In the original of the The Travels of Babar, there are
four pages of the attack upon Celeste by fierce and savage cannibals and of her rescue by
Babar. This is deleted in the present book , which is unfortunate because thi s time Babar
can and does save his loved one . This deletion is doubly unfortunate because it robs much
meaning from Celeste's counsel of patience to Babar as they are being led away . to the circus.
In "Babar the King" the text throughout is pared to the bone. When the mischief of Arthur
and Zephir with the motor sprinkler is eliminated, then the subtle lesson about not being
lazy is lost. The beautiful discussion of dependance and cooperation between t he tradesmen
is "whacked out . "

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol2/iss4/1
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And to show that nothing is sacred to editors, after Laurent has, in the introduction,
suggested that the 192_7 painting of h.im on his rocking horse may have · given his Father the
idea of having Babar ride a wooden horse in the grand parade, the editors--you guessed it-cut the horse page out also .
The whole thrust and validity of the Sendak/de. Brunhoff introduction is negated and invalidated by poor decisions on the part of the production and editorial staffs . If you
love Babar, the introduction is a must; but if you remember Babar, the sanitized Jean De
Brunhoff with crips typeset text is a bust.--T.K.H.
Degens, T.

B
6+

F~~ .

Viking Press, 1981 .

ISBN 0-670-33051-5 . LC 80-27609 . $9 .95 . 16lp.

Nell Atwood is another in the progressively longer line of pre-adolescent girls who
lose their mothers, but Nell's reactions are far from predictable, and the title "Friends"
is possibly a statement of the unusual degree of insight into the foundering but independent
tough survivor Nell is. Or maybe it refers to the close-knit peripheral relationships Nell
has with the group of friends who make up her human contacts AM (after Mother): Nancy and
Mary Lou, who are ready to notice boys, Lester, who has tenuous feelings for Nell, but doesn't
allow them to interfere with friendship, and assorted others . Nell's child-woman contacts
with Gene, a young man who is also groping his way toward adulthood help give unusual dimension to the story.
Her Father's alcoholism, Nell's own brief sorties into the world of booze, the desperation of scrabbling for food and other ameni.ties acc~any Nell's unacceptable attempts to
find a slot that will fit.
Some questionable behavior and a general lack of morality (certainly necessary in Nell's
worl~ may make this book a dubious addition to small libraries.--J.F .

Haas, Dorothy. Poppy and the Outdoo~ Cat. Albert Whitman &Co., 1980.
LC 80-19140. $5.95 . 128p.

ISBN 0-8075-6621-7.

Poppy is one of seven children living with their parents in a small Chicago apartment.
She wants a pet, but it's ridiculous to ask for one when there's barely room for the people
in her house. Nevertheless, in true child fashion, Poppy does ask; she even begs . It
doesn't help, though. Her parents can't afford to give in, especially considering that seven
children would have to have seven pets.
When Poppy finds a small gray kitten in a trashcan, however, she rescues it and soon finds
herself belonging to it. She makes it an 'outdoors' cat, finding a place for it to sleep
under the stairs and sneaking it empty tuna cans and saucers of milk from time to time .
Throughout the book, Poppy is an extraordinarily sensitive child (she keeps trying to
A teach her cat not to chase birds or kill bugs), and her relationship with both her parents
2-5 is refreshingly free from problems. Her mother, in particular, comes across as a woman of
competence and character, who is never the least bit apologetic for having seven children-a rare virtue these days.
Poppy's most important lesson comes when her family moves into a larger home and she gets
permission to make her cat an 'indoors' cat after all--only the cat refuses the honor . It's
a sad blow to Poppy, and she needs the subtle counsel on unconditional love that her mother
offers.
My only objection to the book was that it was a touch unrealistic--not in the family's
winning a contest (a "big one," as the Dad calls them). but in the cat hiVing only two kittens.
That, more than any contest, had to be a one-in-a-million shot!--T.J.H.
----Hague, Kathleen and Michael, retold by. Ea4t o6 the Sun and We&t o6 the Moon.
Jovanovich, 1980. ISBN 0-15-224703-3. Lc 80-13499. $3.95. 33p.

•
4+

Harcourt-Brace

It takes an audacious man to assume the mantle of Kay Nielsen and wear it well. Even
more daring is a woman who can avoid the usually-fatal traps of retelling. Taken in combination, the Hagues have not only moulded this folktale for our generation , but they have also
provided a standard against which all future contributions must be gauged.
A century and a quarter ago, the oral tradition of folktales was fast fading. Peter
Christian Asbjornsen and Jorgen E. Moe shared a passion for collecting native Norwegian
folktales. These tales were translated into the English version we all know by Sir G. W.
Dasent, in the middle of the last century. These were the fare of our non-literate peasant
ancestors, and are useful as a remembrance of our past and as a mirror of what we may become
if we lost literacy.
In this metamorphosis of the folktale from adult entertainment to children's stories,
there are three milestones: Kay Nielsen, the d'Aulaires, and the Hagues . In terms of text,
each of these represent a major innovation . Following is a line from the Dasent text used
by Nielsen, the adaptation and retranslation by the d'Aulaires, and the retelling by the
Hauges:
0: 'Well, the man would not be at all sorry to be so rich; but still he thought he must
have a bit of a talk with his daughter first . . . '
d'A: 'Well, the man liked the thought very much of getting so rich, but still he thought
he had to talk with his daughter first •.. '
H: 'The poor man was very troubled at hearing this . He wished to be rich and enjoy the
finer life, but his heart ached to think of giving his lovely daughter to the strange
white bear.'

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1981
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Each of these represents the age for which it was published. Dasent tells the story from
the adult perspective and the Hagues tell it from a younger perspective. In the same way,
Kay Nielsen's art was made for adults and still has incredible impact. Michael Hague's illustrations are principally for children and demonstrate versatility and depth. When the bear
and the girl are going through the woods, bright cheery colors predominate; all is going well
here. But when the girl wonders at the bear image in her bedroom, the entire scene is done
in a tense pair of subdued complementary colors . When the gi rl strikes the candle to peer at
the man-form, the entire background is done in intense complementary blues and browns . We
laugh at his funny trolls (and his impossible spi nning wheel); we are moved at his majestic
north wind and given to the reflection that our unfaithfulness does cause frightful destruction
on the seas ~f life; and finally we cheer when the story ends with a rainbow.--T.K . H.
Jack, Adrienne. Witche6 and
$6.90. 48p.

Witch~6t-

Franklin Watts, 19BO.

ISBN 0-531-03249-3.

LC 79-26834.

Simple language and short text make this a welcome book in a popular subject area. Facts
ranging from the powers attributed to medieval witches to Salem's infamous Tituba are illusA trated with nicely reproduced black and white facsimiles of early woodcuts and other early
2-4 illustrations and with imaginative, brightly colored pictures, each page has one .
Not designed to titillate or frighten, this little book should nevertheless satisfy the
endless curiosity of eager young readers in ~his genre.--J.F.
Jaques, Faith. Tilly'4 Re6eue.

Atheneum, 1980.

ISBN 0-689-50175-7.

LC 80-14419. $9 .95. Unpaged .

Tilly, the wooden doll, has another adventure--this time Christmas oriented--as she hunts
for her friend Edward, the teddy bear, lost in the hustle of Christmas shopping .
A
As ;Ti lly makes her i ndependent way through the busy world of feet and wheels, Jacques
K-3 gives the delighted reader a doll's-eye view of her perils with clear, brightly colored illustrations, and when her resourcefulness brings about the happy reunion, complete with Christmas
tree, a satisfied sigh accompanies the close of the book.--J.F.
Otsuka, Yuzo . Suho and the White
$10 . 95 . Unpaged.

Ho~e.

Viking Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-670-68149-0 . LC 80-26789.

After reading of the origin of the Mongol i an horse-head fiddle, the reader will want to
own one or hear the sound that is so hauntingly described in Suho and the White Ho~e.
Suho finds and raises an abandoned foal. It is so swift and beautiful that the greedy
governor beats Suho and takes his horse from him. The loyal horse escapes and despite numerous arrow wounds returns to die in the arms of his beloved master.
Suho grieves until the spirit of the horse appears and tells him how to make a musical
instrument from his bones, sinews, hide and hair. When Suho plays the fiddle , the spirit
A of the white horse is always near.
3-6
Suekichi Akaba's illustrations give the feeling of the wide expansive grasslands inhabited
by the horsemen of Mongolia . He also is knowledgeable about the clothes and the saddles used
by the Mongol's governor right down to the authentic stirrups which have a unique shape very
different from those used by the cowboys of the American West.
Akaba uses color effectively to show changes of mood and times of crises--e.g., black when
Suho is near death; misty white when the horse is dying ; flowers on a gold background when
the white horse spirit returns to comfort him.
It's a sad sweet story of loyalty and love. I just hope the .fiddle has a sad sweet
sound.--L.H.
Pinkwater, Daniel. Tooth-Gna4h~
80-69996. $9.95. Unpaged .

Sup~6ta4h.

Fours Winds Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-590-07624-8.

LC

Someday someone had to write a picture-book about buying a new car (the great American
dream) and who could better do it than Daniel Pinkwater (the great American dreamer)!
A
From paying the car dealer "a lot of money" to the nostalgic look back to the old ThunderK-3 clap-eight, it's all here: the catchy names, the nice color, the ubiquitous salesman. And
if the Popsnorkle's wild demonstration ride produces behavior in the Tooth-gnasher Superflash
that leaves the salesman shaking his head--well, people didn't believe the Wright Brothers
either! A cogent romp for cool kids!--J.F.
Ransome, Arthur.

~4ee

Lee.

Chatto Bodley, Jonathan, 1980 .

ISBN 0-224-60640-9. $9 .95.

This book cracks me up. It is a fictional account made up by the Swallows and Amazons in
much the same manner as Pet~ Vu.c.k..
On a world crui se, the "Wild Cat" catches fire and sinks. The children and Captain Flint
take to the dinghies and are captured by Chinese pirates . The pirates' leader is Miss Lee,
who has never been able to finish her degree in classics at Cambridge due to the death of her
A father. By law of the Three Islands, al l British captives should be put to death, but Hiss
5+ Lee has decided that if she can't return to Cambridge, then "her students" shall bring Cambridge to her. Captain Flint (Uncle Jim) is quick to perceive that their very lives depend
on how well they apply themselves to thei r studies. And Uncle Jim learning Latin is a ribsplitting farce. The book might have degenerated into a complete farce , but when the escape
comes, Ransome's characters transcend their own selfish interests and make the ending breathtaking. Miss Lee is one of the noble and magnificent women of young adult literature, and I
for one cheer when she bests the dumb men in the story.--T.K .H.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol2/iss4/1
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A
6+
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Crown Publishers, 1979 . ISBN 0-517-544245.

l88p.

A thought-provoking picture of the future state of the world, this science fiction novel
portrays a society where no memory is allowed, where all non-ruling people welcome "the
Drink" each evening, assuring that their minds will retain nothing beyond three days, and
each meneer has a computer-type appliance called the "memory" into which he feeds the day's
infonmation and receives instructions for following behavior .
Paul, the book's protagonist, represents the cumulative frustration of a race attempting
to deny its instincts, still longing for the pace and feeling of well-being induced by the
drug, and his atavistic behavior naturally wreaks havoc on his horne and life . Following the
predictable pattern of SF, Paul finds other exiles and moves toward a new life, but the book's
portrayal of the welfare society gone wrong--all the wrong actions for all the right reasons-is more pertinent than a few hours of escape reading. Like Cormier, Schlee toasts the future
with ga11.--J.F.

Stern, Cecily. A Diftft~ent Kind o6Harper
Gold.
lC 80-8452. $9.89. 123p.

B
5+

$8.95.

& Row Publishers, 1981. ISBN 0-06-025771-7.

Cara is a ten-year-old who moved with her family to an area of Alaskan wilderness. A
development company plans to buy adjacent land and turn the area into a tourist spot . The
local people unite to buy small lots and keep it wilderness. Spearheading this project is
Cara's troubled older brother, Eric, who had dropped out of college because he felt he had
lost control over his life. Now he wants to do something worthwhile to save the natural
wilderness he has learned to love.
The issues are real enough and controversial enough but the story is not. The reader
never worries about any adventures Cara and her brothers have in the wilderness because danger
is not felt. Situations aren't built up enough for the reader to sense any fear on the part
of the characters.
The latter do not become real because they are too predictable. One knows Eric isn't
going to do anything desperate, that the old prospector will buy the one remaining lot to
save the land and that the family hasn't forgotten Cara's birthday . They just plan to surprise her. Despite adequate writing style and the appeal of a victorious underdog, it's all
too predictable to be very interesting.--L.H.

Stone, Bernard. A Day to
$10 . 95. Unpaged.

Rememb~.

Four Winds Press, 1981 .

ISBN 0-590-07823-2.

lC 81-2462.

A collection of vignettes in a Victorian Dutch city on a wintry day as Christmas approaches. Each page is elegantly crowded with clearly depicted figures absorbed in their
A
various lively activites, lovingly arrested by the artist i n their glowing ambience. Not so
K-5 much for reading as for pouring over, this book is one of those which begin the process of
painless art appreciation.--J.F.
Whelan, Gloria. The
$9.89. 18lp.

Path!~~

Wood6.

lippincott, 1981.

ISBN 0-397-31931-2.

l C 80-8725.

Whelan's quasi-biography of Ernest Hemingway's 16th summer on Walloon Lake is a book which
will appeal to the young adventure reader. The story is fast moving, fun, and successful
in capturing some of the "Hemingway mystique." No doubt this sympathetic t reatment of one
event in Hemingway's boyhood will generate in the reader a future appreciat ion for one of
America's greatest 20th century novelists. And it will show the conflict of a young boy
A
torn between his love for his family and his budding need for independence.
4-7
There are problems which should be mentioned, like the author's unsuccessful use of the
Hemingway sentence . Whelan tries to give the flavor of Hemingway's sentence structure,
children's style, in the first part of chapter one; it proves offensive to anyone who has
read Hemingway and probably has no place in a treatment of this sort. Also, the author's
description about Ernest's gun is not accurate; apparently the author is not familiar with
firearms--especially shotguns. In spite of these weaknesses, which probably would not be
apparent or important to the intended audience, the book is well-written . --M .R.
Williams, Barbara. So What 16 I'm a So~e Lo~~t Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1981.
277260-X. LC 80-24783. $8.95. Unpaged.
Maurice has it all :
sauna, boxing gloves and
B
Black has a walk-up,
1-5 to be a sore winner when
nial competition between
illustrated in this book
Wuorio, Eva-lis.
l86p.

ISBN 0-15-

an apartment with a doonman in gold braid, a swimning pool with a
a noxious winning streak.
a view of a brick wall and no talent. But Blake satisfyingly gets
Maurice loses at picture puzzles. Nothing new here, but the perencousins and territories is adequately, occasionally humorously,
for younger readers.--

DetoUA to Dang~. Delacorte, 1981.

ISBN 0-440-018192-7.

lC 81-65501.

$9 . 95.

DetoUA to Dang~ is a gripping suspense book full of intrigue, secret plots, kidnapping
and assassination.
.
.
Nando (short for Fernando) is 16, half Scottish and half-Spanish, has a g1rlfr1end named
Ana-Mari a, and is the Duke of Herrera in Southern Spain . He attends school in England.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1981
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Going home for summer vacation, his Scottish aunt asked him to check on her villa in Malaga
because she felt something strange was happening. She was right. An orphaned gypsy . boy,
Angelita, was living in the kitchen with his pet hen. And Nando discovered some caves
beneath the house which were used as meeting places by nee-Nazis who lived in the adjacent
villa . By pretending to be a servant , Nando learns that the Nazis are plotting to assassiA nate King Don Juan Carlos. He also learns that his girlfriend's brother, Diego, is a member
6-12 of the neo-Nazi group .
When Nando gets caught in his deception and is beaten, it is Diego who saves his life by
revealing that Nando is a Spanish Duke and therefore must not be killed . Nando escapes and
reveals the assassination plot before being recaptured and taken to the airport where he will
be framed as the king's assassin . Just before the attempt on the king ' s life, Nando escapes
again . Diego reveals he is not a Nazi but an infiltrator, then gives his life to foil the
plot and save the king. Nando and his friends are free, the king safe, the nee-Nazis captured, but Diego is dead.
The story is rich with Spanish Culture, and history. The reader gains an understanding
of the nature of the current political problems in Spain and how old traditions influence
current events. Spanish views of Americans and Europeans are described but the introduction
to Spanish characters amid suspence and intrigue makes this a book to read.--G.C .
Zindel, Paul. The~ Who Wanted
8939 . $8.89. 148p.

4

Boy. Harper &Row, 1981.

ISBN 0-106-026868-9.

LC 80-

Zindel apparently sees the age of fifteen as especially dangerous for young women. In
Who Wanted 4 Boy he allows scientifically brilliant 15-year-old Sibella to play
out her dreams about a very tarnished "prince" discovered in a newspaper photograph .
In reality, Dan is a complete loser. A school drop-out who can ' t hold a job, his highest
dream includes a used Dodge surfer van . In response to having his major faults thrust upon
her, Sibella turns them into reasons for "loving" him. Her pursui t is obvious, heavyhanded, and embarassing, beginning and ending in attempts to give expensive gifts. After
crushing her with insults, then giving them a few days to do their work , he accepts a gift-the Dodge van·. She is rewarded in the back of the van with her first passionate experience
C
before bei ng left standing alone and cold under a bridge at midnight. Depression and con8-12 templated suicide fight with hope and rational thought. She asks, "Why did God or Nature
or whoever it was give such powerful feelings to any young girl? To me? To all young girls!
Why?" The answer is not strong enough, but the ending is on the up-beat.
The book is an exaggeration with very little pretense of reality . Apparently Zindel is
trying to say to young women that others who are smarter in some ways have pulled even
dumber stunts. We all make mistakes .
This will be popular. It may even be helpful to a few. There is no bad language, no
explicit sex. On the other hand, mother, sister, and father all have live-in partners with
attached attitudes. Be sure to read i t if you are considering it for your collection. If
you think Zindel's message is strong and clear then by all means buy it.--D.S .
The~

Zindel, Paul The
$8 . 79 • 183p •

P.(giiWl'~

Leg4c.y.

Harper & Row, 1980.

ISBN 0-06-026854-9 . LC 79-2684 .

The P.(giiWl'~ Legacy by Paul Zindel starts as an apology for the part that John and
Lorraine had in the death of Mr. Pignati in The P.(giiWl. Some say the gift they gave him was
death, others say they gave him youth . John and Lorraine were not sure, so that is why they.
must tell what happened after the Pigman went to his grave .
The book is written in the same captivating format as The P.(giiWl with John writing one
chapter expressing his point of view and lorraine writing the next chapter expressing what
happened from her point of view. Both comment more on what the other wrote in this book than
The Pigman. The axis of the story is still Mr. Pignati's house. John and lorraine find
B
another old man who is dying and moved into the abandoned house of Mr. Pignati. This old
8-12 man, Colonel Parker Grenville, was a famous builder of subways . John and lorraine befriend
him and he dies in . the end. The difference is Mr. Pignati's death was sad and harrowing and
perhaps broughton byJohn and Lorraine, whereas the death of the Colonel was expected.
John and Lorraine worked to make his last few months a happy time by taking him to his
elaborate home, abandoned because he could not afford to pay taxes, introducing him to Dolly
Racinski, the school cafeteria floor sweeper , and to a final party at the gambling house of
Atlantic City. Before the Colonel dies he marries Dolly. At the end of the story, John
and lorraine realize the legacy of the Pigman. "love. That was our legacy--the gift which
had come to use through the Pi gman. "--G.C.
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Because many public and private schools are interested in drama but have difficulty f i nding
plays for the students to produce, the Brigham Young Uni versity Children 's Book Review will look
at new plays in this special "PLAYS" section following the book reviews. "Pl ays
" will be a
permanent feature with the reviews written by the faculty of the Department of Theatre and
Cinemati c Arts at Brigham Young University .
~adway.

Fendrich, Shubert. Give My RegaAd6 To
copy, $50 .00 performance.

B
6+

The play takes place in the 1940's in New York City. Using the music of George H.
Cohan to carry the story, Fendrich has constructed a plot involving every plot, theme or
storyline from every musical ever written in the 1940's. A small town girl makes it big
on Broadway; a rough but sentimental gangster changes his ways and donates all of his
money to help the show succeed; a musical company rehearses in a barntype surrounding.
The humor is gimmicked and predictable and the characters stereotyped. A fun play for
high school age or small towns where more sophisticated drama is not well received.--J.H.

Hamby, Ray . Unhand

B
6+

H~

You Villain.

Pioneer Drama Services, 1981 . $2.00 per copy. 15p.

As melodramas go, Ray Hamby's Unhand H~ You Villain is a well-constructed, tongue-incheek, clever effort that would probably please middle school audiences tremenduously.
Producible by high school age and older, it has some feminist undertones in its lines .
All of the necessary melodramatic elements are included: a crabby widowed mother, a
put (but progressive) heroine, an underhanded newspaper villain, a shady sarsparilla
saloon girl, and an honest (but bumbling) young reporter. There are a few scattered deaths
(grisly and otherwise), and a little twist to the predictable happy ending that makes for
a refreshing change.
Unhand H~ You Villain is a concise, palatable short melodrama that has no del usions
of grandeur or opic drama.--R .O.

Jackson, R. Eugene. A Gotden Fleecing.

C
6+

Pioneer Drama Services, 1980. $2.00 per copy .

Sarah Sweetflower and Sly Scavenger are competing for a saloon left to Sarah by her
uncle. She wants to make it into a Sarsaparilla Saloon and Bridal Shoppe. Sly prefers
a second-rate saloon and Poker Palace. When Sarah won't give in to Sly's demands, he
sends for Big Bad Granny to do away with her. The plot stays pretty thin despite accidents,
shootings, a poisoning, an explosion and a court scene. It ends • . . Happily .
Some of the lines are clever and the story is not completely typical of melodrama.
The show would have to be fast-paced to hold the interest of the audience. Lots of action
and added business could make the play come to life, maybe.
This play is most appropriate for amateurs to perform, and would be most appre~iated
by an audience attending to see friends clowning around on stage.--J.C.

Kelly, Tim.

C

Pioneer Drama Services, 1981. $2.50 per

Und~

Jekyll'4 Hyde.

Pioneer Drama Service, 1980. $1 .50 per copy . 33p.

Thi ~ is a comedy for 5 men and 9 women. Stale jokes and poor puns make up most of this
play. Nothing too corny is spared. This would be a disaster to stage (the audience
would be groaned right out of their seats. but-might work as the senior class skit (starring
the school quarterback and all the cheerleaders). The casting is flexible. Probably the
best choice would be not to cast this one at all--Do another play.--L.K.

Kral, Brian. Special Cla44. Anchorage Press, 1981 . $35.00 1st performance, $30.00 2nd,
and $25.00 for subsequent performances. SSp. :
.

A

This challenging play in two scenes deals with the students and teacher of a special
education class for handicapped children. Requiring a cast of both handicapped and nonhandicapped child actors, Special Cl444 presents a unique opportunity for director and
cast alike.
The dialogue flows well and easily with glimpses of both humor and poignancy . There
are conflicts among the chi l dren and the adults; but also moments of warm mutual support.
Sp~ Cla44 affords ample opportunity for child audiences of all ages to examine
their attitudes toward .those who are different . It is also a challenging chance for the
child actor, handicapped or not, to examine his world from a new vantage poi nt.--R.O .

Pugh, Ann. Heidi.

B

I.E. Clark, Inc. , 1962. $50.00 1st performance, $35.00 additional performances

In spite of obvious problems with 2-dimensional characterizations and predictable subplots, this musical adaptation of Spyri's classic story, Heidi, has a fun and authentic
flavor to it. With lots of background notes, the scope for elaborate Swiss sets and costuming is enormous. The lyrics to the 21 musical numbers are clever and the overall effect
of the 57 pages is a pleasant one. For a paraphrased classic, the end result it rather
nice .--R .O.
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